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Regulatory authorities rely on hazard and risk assessments performed under REACH for identifying chemicals of concern and to take action. Therefore, these assessments must be systematic and transparent. This study investigates how registrants evaluate and report data evaluations under REACH and the procedures established by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) to support these data evaluations. Data on the endpoint repeated dose toxicity were retrieved from the REACH registration database for 60 substances. An analysis of these data shows that the system for registrants to evaluate data and report these evaluations is neither systematic nor transparent. First, the current framework focuses on reliability, but overlooks the equally important aspect of relevance, as well as how reliability and relevance are combined for determining the adequacy of individual studies. Reliability and relevance aspects are also confused in the ECHA guidance for read-across. Second, justifications for reliability evaluations were mainly based on studies complying with GLP and test guidelines, following the Klimisch method. This may result in GLP and guideline studies being considered reliable by default and discounting non-GLP and non-test guideline data. Third, the reported rationales for reliability were frequently vague, confusing and lacking information necessary for transparency. Fourth, insufficient documentation of a study was sometimes used as a reason for judging data unreliable. Poor reporting merely affects the possibility to evaluate reliability and should be distinguished from methodological deficiencies. Consequently, ECHA is urged to improve the procedures and guidance for registrants to evaluate data under REACH to achieve systematic and transparent risk assessments.

1. Introduction

Data on the properties and hazards of chemicals submitted under the European Chemicals Regulation REACH1 form the backbone for identifying chemicals of concern that are subject to regulation. Consequently, such data must be reliable and relevant for identifying and characterising potential hazards and risks.

REACH requires manufacturers to register data for industrial chemicals produced within, or imported into the EU in volumes of ≥1 metric tonne per year before the chemical can be put on the European market. The data should show that the substance can be used in a safe way, i.e. that the risk is “adequately controlled”. The manufacturers and importers of chemicals, i.e. the registrants, should use all available and relevant information for identifying the hazardous properties of their substances (Art 12, REACH). Different information requirements apply, depending on the annual volume produced or imported (Annexes VI–XI to REACH). The required data are reported and submitted electronically in a registration dossier to the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) through the software programme IUCLID. IUCLID provides a standard format for reporting, evaluating and submitting data on chemicals. Thus, original studies, referred to as “full study reports” under the REACH legislation, are summarised in study summaries.2 Full study reports are comprehensive reports that are either generated by a test house, e.g. a contract laboratory, or data published in the literature, such as academic studies, (Art 3(27), REACH). The registration dossiers are processed by the ECHA and disseminated on their website.3

The (eco)toxicological data registered by industry must be evaluated for their adequacy, i.e. their appropriateness for the purpose of hazard and risk assessment.4 The adequacy
of studies is reported under REACH as key, supporting, weight of evidence or disregarded study. If several studies are available for an endpoint, most weight is given to the most reliable and relevant studies, i.e. the study(ies) designated as key. Reliability refers to the inherent scientific quality of the study, whereas relevance refers to the study’s appropriateness for identifying and characterising a certain hazard and/or risk.

Several frameworks have been developed for evaluating reliability and to some extent relevance of (eco)toxicological studies for risk assessment. The Klimisch method is a common approach for evaluating data in regulatory settings and is also the method recommended under REACH. In the Klimisch method, studies are assigned to one of four reliability categories: (1) reliable without restriction, (2) reliable with restriction, (3) not reliable and (4) not assignable. Regrants should assign studies included in the registration dossier to one of the four reliability categories and provide a rationale for the reliability category.

However, the choice of method used for evaluating data has been shown to influence the outcome of the assessment. For example, the Klimisch method has been criticised for lacking certain criteria as well as guidance for evaluating reliability and relevance and consequently requiring more expert judgment compared to other methods. Expert judgement is an inherent part of the risk assessment process and evaluations of data may as a result vary between experts due to different expertise and experience. It is therefore important that interpretation and evaluations of data are systematic and transparent and possible for third parties to scrutinise.

The Klimisch method has also been criticised for giving more weight to studies performed according to internationally validated and standardised test guidelines and Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) over non-standard and non-GLP studies. Studies performed according to GLP and standardised test guidelines are typically financed or carried out by industry since such tests are generally required for regulatory purposes. In contrast, academic research studies are rarely performed under the rules of GLP and strictly following test guidelines, but may nevertheless contribute with important information to the hazard and risk assessment. Consequently, studies that could be valuable to the hazard and risk assessment may be assigned lower weight in the assessment, or even dismissed, when relying on the Klimisch method.

The aim of this study was to investigate the procedures and guidance for evaluating data and reporting data evaluations in REACH and examine how registrants evaluate and report their evaluations. The study focused in particular on how data were assigned to reliability categories and how the reliability categories were justified by the registrant. Since the ECHA guidance recommends the Klimisch method for evaluating reliability of data, it was of particular interest whether studies complying with GLP and test guideline compliance and based on industry reports were assigned a higher reliability category than non-GLP and non-standard studies.

The overall purpose was to clarify both the practice of evaluating data under the REACH regulation and the transparency of such evaluations thereby contributing to the development of systematic and transparent risk assessment procedures.

2. Methods

Data for analysis were retrieved from the REACH database during August 2015 for 60 substances registered in the first registration deadline under REACH. Information was extracted from registration dossiers for the endpoint repeated dose toxicity (RDT). Fifty one of the 60 substances were selected from a list provided by the German Federal Institute of Risk Assessment (BfR) investigating compliance of REACH registration dossiers. From the list, the first 17 substances in each of the three categories good, less than good and inferior were selected to include dossiers with varying quality. A further nine substances were included that were undergoing the authorisation and/or restriction processes in 2015. Information was extracted from the lead dossiers, i.e. dossiers that have been submitted jointly by the manufacturers and importers of the substance, except for four substances for which the dossiers had been submitted by only one manufacturer or importer. In total, 349 study summaries based on study report or publication were included for the 60 substances.

It should be noted that the set of 60 substances included in the study is not expected to be fully representative of all substances registered under REACH, and it was not within the scope of this investigation to extrapolate to all substances (or all endpoints) registered with the ECHA (amounting to ~21 000 substances in August 2018). Instead, this was an explorative study, aiming at investigating and describing the procedures and guidance for evaluating data and reporting data evaluations in the REACH system.

Data for the analysis were gathered from the following fields in the study summary: adequacy of data, reliability, rationale for reliability incl. deficiencies, GLP compliance and qualifier for the test guideline as well as reference type. The fields in the IUCLID template that constitute the study summary are either pick-lists with predefined options or free text fields. All of the abovementioned fields comprise pick-lists except for the field rationale for reliability incl. deficiencies which also contains a free text field. The information extracted from the fields is described in detail below. The data from the REACH registration database were collected in a Microsoft Access database and further analysed qualitatively, and quantitatively in Microsoft Excel.

The information in the field adequacy of data reflects how the study summary is used in the hazard assessment (key, supporting, weight of evidence and disregarded study). The option disregarded study is used for studies that are flawed but show critical results. Study summaries with no assigned ade-
quacy by the registrant are referred to as not specified in this study.

In the field reliability, registrants select one of the Klimisch reliability categories 1 to 4. Study summaries with no assigned reliability category were excluded from further analysis, in total 18 study summaries. Registrants’ justifications of the reliability category are provided in the field rationale for reliability incl. deficiencies. The field has a pick-list of standard justifications as well as a supplementary free text field for additional information.21

Information on whether the study has been conducted according to GLP and standardised test guidelines is provided in the fields GLP compliance and qualifier. GLP compliance can be reported as yes, yes incl. certificate, no and no data. Standard phrases in the field qualifier include according to, equivalent or similar to and no guideline followed. In the analysis, the options according to and equivalent or similar to have been grouped into one category test guideline compliance. Options that indicate that no guideline has been followed or not reported in the study or by the registrant in the dossier have been grouped into one category non-test guideline/no data. Similarly, studies that do not follow GLP or for which no information has been provided on GLP compliance have also been grouped into one category non-GLP/no data.

Information on the bibliographic reference is provided in the section data source. For the purpose of this study, study summaries based on the reference types study report, other company data and publication were extracted from the field reference type. The reference types study report and other company data refer to information generated or funded by the industry. These categories were combined and are hereafter referred to as study report. Publication refers to reports published in the peer reviewed literature and includes academic and governmental research as well as industry study reports published as scientific papers. Study summaries referring to both study report and publication were excluded in order to analyse the two reference types separately. Information on author, year, title and bibliographic source were also collected to ensure that publications could be identified if needed. However, the data source for study reports is not disseminated on the ECHA website and therefore the number of unique studies could not be identified.23 Since several study summaries can be prepared from a single report, the number of study summaries is not equivalent to unique studies and consequently, information for the same study may have been counted multiple times in the analysis.

3. Results

In total, 349 study summaries based on the reference type study report or publication were included for 60 substances (ESI Tables a–d†). In this section, a general description of the study summaries is first provided (section 3.1) followed by an analysis of how the assigned reliability category relates to the adequacy of the studies (section 3.2). The reliability categories assigned to the studies are then related to compliance with GLP and standardised test guidelines as well as the type of reference (section 3.3). Finally, an overall description of the registrants’ rationales of reliability required for justifying the assigned reliability category is provided (section 3.4).

3.1. General description36

Study summaries were mostly assigned to reliability category 1 “reliable without restriction” (31%) or 2 “reliable with restriction” (48%) by the registrants (Table 1). Only 10% and 11% of the study summaries were assigned to reliability categories 3 “not reliable” and 4 “not assignable”, respectively.

It should be noted that 85 of the 349 study summaries (24%) were registered for one substance, DEHP (ESI Table 5†). This influenced the variation in the dataset, particularly in reliability categories 3 and 4, where DEHP constituted 21/35 (60%) and 18/40 (45%) of all the study summaries, respectively. In reliability category 4, which comprised 13 substances in total, 28/40 or 70% of the study summaries were registered for two of the substances (including DEHP). However, in general, 1–5 study summaries were registered per substance in reliability categories 1 (39 of 43 substances) and 2 (38 of 45 substances) [ESI Table e†].

Table 1. The analysis included 349 study summaries for 60 substances that were assigned a reliability category (1 = reliable without restriction; 2 = reliable with restriction; 3 = not reliable; 4 = not assignable) and adequacy (key, supporting, weight of evidence, disregarded study or not specified) that were based either on a study report or publication. “Not specified” indicates that the registrant has not assigned adequacy to the study.
3.2. Relationship between the assigned reliability category and adequacy

Registrants can assign studies to one of four adequacy categories, which indicates how the registrant uses the study in the hazard assessment. The most frequently used adequacy categories among the study summaries included here were key and supporting (278/349 or 80%). Study summaries assigned to reliability category 1 (reliable without restriction) were mainly used as key studies in the hazard assessment (83/107 or 78%) (Table 1), whereas study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 (reliable with restriction) were to a greater extent used as supporting information (109/167 or 65%). Only 27% of study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 were used as key evidence. Thus, study summaries were more likely to be used as key evidence if assigned to reliability category 1 than 2.

No adequacy was reported for 17% (61/349) of the study summaries, i.e. the registrant had not specified how these studies were used in the hazard assessment. Most of these (51/61 or 84%) were assigned to reliability categories 3 and 4.

3.3. Relationship between the assigned reliability category and GLP and test guideline compliance

The following section presents to what extent study summaries assigned to the various reliability categories constituted GLP and test guideline studies and whether the study summaries were based on a study report or a publication. Since the Klimisch method is the recommended method to use for evaluating data under REACH, studies performed according to GLP and test guidelines were anticipated to be assigned to a higher reliability category and mainly constitute data from study reports.

**Reliability category 1.** The majority of study summaries assigned to reliability category 1 were reported to be in compliance with GLP (97/107 or 91%) or standardised test guidelines (102/107 or 95%) (Fig. 1). Studies based on standardised test guidelines were more often reported to be according to (78/102 or 76%) than equivalent or similar to a test guideline (ESI Table f†). This shows that studies assigned to reliability category 1 are generally following standardised test guidelines. Most of the study summaries assigned to reliability category 1 also comprised study reports (100/107 or 93%) (Table 1).
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**Fig. 1.** A. Number of study summaries based on the study report and publication reported to follow GLP and test guidelines. The categories include the pick-list options "according to" and "equivalent or similar to" test guidelines. B. Number of study summaries reported to not follow GLP and test guidelines or for which no information on GLP and test guideline compliance has been reported by the registrant. For GLP, this includes specifically the pick-list options "no GLP" or "no data" (i.e. GLP compliance not reported in the full study report) and for test guidelines "no guideline followed/required/available". The distinctions within the GLP and test guideline categories are provided in ESI Table f†.
In total, 7/107 or 7% of the study summaries assigned to reliability category 1 were based on a publication. Six of these were used as key studies and reported to conform to GLP and test guidelines (Fig. 1), which suggests that they were published industry reports.13,14 The bibliographic reference could only be identified for two of these study summaries which confirmed that they were based on an industry report (both referred to the same data source). Only one of the study summaries in reliability category 1 was identified as an academic research study, which was used as supporting evidence (Fig. 1). The academic research study did not mention compliance with GLP or test guidelines.

**Reliability category 2.** Study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 were not reported to comply with GLP and test guidelines to the same extent as study summaries assigned to reliability category 1. In fact, 72% and 56% of the study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 were reported not to comply with GLP and standardised test guidelines, respectively, or having no such data reported by the registrant. Roughly 60% of these (non-GLP: 77/120 and non-test guideline: 55/94) constituted study summaries based on publication (Fig. 1). Of the 73 study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 and reported to comply with standardised test guidelines, 75% were reported to be equivalent or similar to rather than according to test guidelines (ESI Table ff). Thus, studies that are not strictly adhering to test guidelines are generally assigned to reliability category 2.

Study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 were based on study report and publication to roughly the same extent, 52% and 48%, respectively (Table 1). Regardless of the type of data source, study summaries assigned to reliability category 2 were generally used as supporting information and not as key studies (Table 1).

**Reliability categories 3 and 4.** Studies assigned to reliability category 3 were mostly reported to either not follow GLP or test guidelines or not providing any such data, 94% and 89%, respectively (Fig. 1). This was also the case for study summaries assigned to reliability category 4 (non-GLP: 78% and non-test guidelines: 75%).

Most of the study summaries assigned to reliability category 3 were based on publication (30/35 or 86%). Study summaries assigned to reliability category 4 were based on study reports and publications to about the same extent: 58% and 42%, respectively (Table 1).

### 3.4. Registrants’ rationales for reliability

The following section describes the registrants’ justifications for assigning a study to a certain reliability category, which is provided in the field rationale for reliability incl. deficiencies (ESI Tables a–d†). Some general observations regarding the rationales are given followed by an analysis of the justifications for each reliability category.

The justifications were observed to differ in some aspects. First, the amount of text in this field varied from two to three words to full sentences and paragraphs. For three study summaries, no justification or text was provided in the field.

Second, the rationales for reliability ranged from generic statements, such as “acceptable for assessment”, “insufficient documentation for assessment”, “meets scientific principles” and “basic data given”, to more specific statements related to limitations in reporting or methodology for that particular study, such as “no purity” and “insufficient number of animals” (Table 2 and ESI Tables a–d†).

Third, in some cases the rationales contained information concerning relevance, completeness or general informative aspects of the study. This included registrants stating that the study focused on a particular endpoint, did not cover the full scope of a guideline study, was published in peer reviewed literature and was a probe study (i.e. studies performed to find appropriate dose ranges in subsequent toxicity studies). When the rationale contained several statements and information not considered related to reliability, it was difficult to judge what the reliability assessment and the assigned reliability category was based on. The reason for assigning a study a certain reliability category was only explicitly stated in 43/349 study summaries (12%) by stating “this study is classified as reliability category × because...” or similar in the rationale (ESI Tables a–d†). The reason for the reliability category was less clear for studies assigned to reliability category 2 than for the other categories since they comprised more diverse statements.

**Reliability category 1.** For all but two study summaries (105/107) assigned to reliability category 1, compliance with GLP and/or test guidelines was stated in the rationale for reliability (Table 2 and ESI Table a†). In more than half of the rationales (65%), GLP and/or test guideline compliance were the only information provided as justification. In 19 of the 107 study summaries, the reason for assigning the study to reliability category 1 was explicitly stated to be compliance with either GLP and/or test guidelines. Only 2 of 107 study summaries did not mention GLP and/or test guideline compliance in the rationale. Their reliability category were justified with “well documented study performed” and “well documented and scientifically accepted”, respectively.

Reliability category 1 should be assigned to studies that are considered reliable without restriction. Nevertheless, for nine study summaries assigned to reliability category 1, the registrant stated possible or minor restriction, deficiency or deviation of the study in the rationale. However, only for one of the study summaries this was further specified in the rationale, which concerned a deviation from the test guidelines. In seven of the rationales indicating a restriction, the registrant stated either “possibly” or “no or minor” deviations or deficiencies although not “affect[ing] the quality of the results”. These possible or minor deviations or deficiencies were not further specified other than it could concern incomplete reporting, methodological deficiencies or deviations from standard guidelines. Two rationales included statements regarding the scope of the study and it is unclear whether this was considered as a restriction by the registrant (“but the study scope does not cover a full OECD study” and “guideline adapted to the needs of a shorter study duration (subchronic to subacute)”).

**Reliability category 2.** The rationales for studies assigned to reliability category 2 varied more in scope than for reliability
Table 2  Summary of registrants’ rationales for reliability categorisation. Each study summary is assigned a reliability category and a rationale for reliability. The number of rationales is thus equivalent to the number of study summaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability category</th>
<th>No. of rationales</th>
<th>Description of rationales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 (Reliable without restriction) | 107               | Rationale for reliability explicitly stated in 19 rationales (18%) Restrictions/deficiencies mentioned in 9 rationales, and specified in 1 rationale  
Typical statements:  
[According to/closely adhere to] GLP and/or guideline study (105 rationales)  
The only information in 70 rationales  
Other common statements:  
“Well-documented”  
“Scientifically acceptable/sound”  
“Acceptable scientific principles”  
“Fully adequate for assessment”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| 2 (Reliable with restriction)  | 167               | Rationale for reliability explicitly stated in 18 rationales (11%) Restrictions/deficiencies mentioned in 80 rationales, and specified in 47 rationales  
Typical statements:  
[According to, equivalent, comparable similar, near] GLP and/or guideline study (68 rationales)  
[Prior to or non] GLP and/or guideline study (20 rationales)  
GLP and/or guideline study the only information in 16 rationales  
Other common statements:  
“Well-documented”  
“Acceptable for assessment”  
“Meets generally accepted scientific standards”  
“Meets basic scientific principles”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| 3 (Not reliable)              | 35                | Rationale for reliability explicitly stated in 3 rationales (9%) but in general the reasons were implicitly understood  
Restrictions/deficiencies mentioned in 33 rationales, and specified in 20 rationales  
Typical statements:  
“Methodological deficiencies” (10 rationales)  
“Insufficient documentation/data” (16 rationales)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| 4 (Not assignable)            | 40                | Rationale for reliability explicitly stated in 3 rationales (8%), but in general the reasons were implicitly understood  
Typical statements:  
“Insufficient documentation/data”  
“Only abstract available”  
“Documentation not available” (referring to EU RAR and TSCATS)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |

The reason for assigning the study to reliability category 2 was explicitly stated for 18/167 study summaries (ESI Table b†). In most cases, the reliability was justified by stating “GLP-compliant but not conforming to test guidelines” or *vice versa*. Some justifications are of interest to highlight further. For example, one rationale stated that the study was carried out according to test guidelines and following GLP but that the NOAEL (No observed adverse effect level) was questionable due to limitations in the study, although not further specified. This pinpoints that the result of a study is not necessarily considered reliable even though it has been performed according to GLP and test guidelines.

Another study was assigned to reliability category 2 because the study was performed prior to the implementation of GLP and did not follow OECD guidelines. However, the registrant also stated in the rationale that an audit did not identify any problems with the study and that studies conducted under the U.S. National Toxicology Program generally follow current guidelines. This rationale indicates how stating GLP and test guideline compliance seems to be more important for the result-

category 1 justifications. The rationales differed depending on whether the registrant justified assigning the study to reliability category 2 instead of 1 (highlighting restrictions or deficiencies) or instead of category 3 or 4 (highlighting strengths of the study). Statements highlighting restrictions or deficiencies were “GLP guideline study with acceptable restrictions” and “study was not performed according to GLP, but equivalent or similar to OECD 408”. An example of a rationale emphasising strengths of the study was: “well documented study report which meets basic scientific principles, acceptable for assessment”.

Some rationales included information that was difficult to judge whether the registrant considered it to influence the reliability assessment or if it was merely included as supporting information. This included statements such as “preferred study for this SIDS endpoint” (Screening Information Dataset), “taken from EU RAR” (European Union Risk Assessment Report), “range-finding study/probe study”, “available as unpublished report”, “study conducted to investigate specific endpoints”, “publication with summarized results” and “published in peer reviewed literature”.
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ing reliability category than the study’s inherent scientific quality. The registrant also stated that the study was assigned to reliability category 2 because the complete study report was publicly available. It is, however, unclear how the registrant considered this to affect the reliability of the study.

Read-across was stated to be one of the reasons for assigning the study to reliability category 2 for four study summaries. One of the rationales stated that the ECHA guidance recommends assigning read-across to reliability category 2. This is misleading since read-across is a relevance aspect and is not related to the reliability of the study. In read-across, the properties of the registered substance is predicted based on data from a similar substance.

One rationale stated “reliability from SIDS summary”. SIDS is a data set that was required under the High Production Volume Chemicals Programme on existing chemicals. This rationale was interpreted to mean that the registrant used the reliability evaluation from the SIDS summary. If a registrant agrees with an evaluation of the study performed in a previous assessment, it could still be argued that the justification should be provided in the dossier for transparency reasons.

GLP and/or guidelines or national standard methods were mentioned in 88 out of 167 rationales of the studies assigned to reliability category 2 (Table 2 and ESI Table b†). In 77% of these rationales (68/88), studies were stated to be similar or according to the guideline study and/or GLP, or not GLP but guideline. This was more commonly stated for study summaries based on study reports than publication.

In 20 out of 88 rationales, the study was stated to be conducted prior to GLP and test guidelines (mostly based on study reports) or non-GLP and/or non-guideline study” (mostly based on publication) (Table 2 and ESI Table b†). In 16 rationales, compliance with GLP and/or test guideline was the only information provided as justification. Apart from GLP and test guideline compliance, other common statements in the justification field included “well documented”, “acceptable for assessment”, “meets generally accepted scientific standards”, “meets basic scientific principles” or similar (Table 2 and ESI Table b†).

For 80/167 (48%) study summaries assigned reliability category 2, some types of restrictions, deficiencies or deviations from guidelines were either explicitly or implicitly stated in the rationale. The restriction was further specified in 46/80 rationales or 58%. Restrictions or deficiencies included not following GLP or test guidelines due to excluding test parameters, such as urinalysis or full histopathology, using few exposure concentrations or a lower top dose than recommended and reporting no purity. Rationales stating a restriction without specification were expressed as “with [acceptable] restrictions”, “limitations in design and/or reporting”, “limited experimental detail” or similar.

Reliability category 3. The rationale for reliability was only explicitly stated in three rationales (9%) but the reasons for assigning the study reliability category 3 were generally implicitly understood. Typical statements in the majority of the rationales were “methodological deficiencies” and “documentation insufficient” or similar (Table 2 and ESI Table c†).

Some types of restrictions were stated in all but two rationales. For the majority of the justifications, deficiencies or restrictions were specified, such as “unknown purity”, “no data on experimental conditions”, “males only” and “low number of animals”. For eight study summaries originating from the DEHP dossier, examinations that had not been conducted as part of the test and a focus on a particular endpoint in the study (for example thyroid, liver enzymes activities and lipid metabolism) were also specified as deficiencies. One of the two rationales with no stated restriction had no information at all in the field and the other stated “taken from the EU RAR”.

GLP and guidelines were mentioned in 4/35 rationales. One study based on a study report was judged to be “comparable to” the guideline study and “mainly GLP” but the test substance did not correspond to the registered substance, which is related to relevance rather than reliability. Another study was reported to deviate from a specified guideline and conducted prior to GLP was made mandatory in addition to other restrictions specified in the rationale (based on study report). Two studies based on publication were stated to be “not according to GLP nor to specific testing guideline” in addition to the statements “insufficient data for assessment” and “not reliable”.

Reliability category 4. Also for study summaries assigned to reliability category 4, the reasons for categorisation were in general implicitly understood although only explicitly specified in three rationales (8%). Commonly provided justifications for reliability included “limited documentation”, “insufficient data” or similar, “only abstract available” and “documentation not available” (Table 2 and ESI Table d†). Fifteen study summaries from the DEHP dossier stated in addition to “documentation not available” that the data were provided either by the “EU risk assessment” or by the TSCATS (Toxic Substances Control Act Test Submissions). TSCATS are data on chemicals submitted by industry under the U.S. legislation Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

GLP and guideline/standard study was mentioned in three rationales. Two of the rationales stated that the study was a “non-standard study” or “conducted prior to GLP and guideline” (in addition to providing few data on the test material). In the third rationale, the study was stated to be a GLP and guideline study but with limited documentation on histopathology.

4. Discussion

Evaluation of reliability and relevance of data is a critical step in chemical risk assessment that can influence the final conclusion on hazards and risks. Since chemical risk management decisions are based on REACH registration data, these evaluations need to be systematic and transparent. However, the system for evaluating data under REACH as well as the format for reporting these evaluations in IUCLID is inadequate for supporting systematic and transparent evaluations of (eco) toxicity data. Four major issues were identified:

(1) The current framework focuses mainly on reporting and evaluating reliability, thereby overlooking the relevance aspect.
In addition, the ECHA guidance confuses relevance aspects with reliability for read-across studies.

(2) The reliability evaluations follow the Klimisch method, which does not promote a systematic and transparent evaluation of data and is likely to favour studies conducted in compliance with GLP and standardised test guideline.

(3) The rationales for reliability provided by registrants were not always clear.

(4) Poor reporting of a study was sometimes confused with poor quality when evaluating studies as not reliable.

4.1. Procedures for evaluating data under REACH

Registrants must evaluate reliability as well as relevance when assessing the adequacy of studies. However, IUCLID only has a designated field for reporting the reliability evaluation in the study summary and no corresponding field for relevance.4 As a possible consequence, relevance aspects were sometimes reported in the reliability field. This included aspects such as the test substance was similar to the registered substance, focus on a particular endpoint, and whether the route of exposure in a study compared with human exposure. Furthermore, there is no field for reporting how the registrant has weighed and combined reliability and relevance to conclude on the adequacy of the study even though this is crucial for understanding how data have been selected and used in the hazard and risk assessment. Adequacy is merely reported through a pick-list field with the options key, supporting, weight of evidence or disregarded study.

Furthermore, there seems to be no adequacy option for indicating studies that have been excluded from the risk assessment, i.e. studies that have been considered neither reliable nor relevant for hazard and risk assessment. For clarity, it can be important to know whether data have been considered in the risk assessment process and for what reasons the studies have been omitted. According to ECHA guidance, the adequacy option “disregarded study” should be used for studies that are flawed but show critical results, i.e. low reliability but relevant.2,21,22 The lack of a suitable label for such studies may explain why no adequacy was reported for 18 study summaries.

In four cases, the registrants assigned studies to reliability category 2 due to read-across, which involves using data from a similar substance to predict the properties of the registered substance. In one rationale, this was supported by referring to guidance provided by the ECHA. Indeed, ECHA guidance states that studies used for read-across purposes can at most be assigned reliability category 2 to reflect the uncertainty in assuming that the substances have similar properties.26,27 However, this is confusing since similarity of substances is related to relevance and not to reliability. Reliability and relevance are two separate aspects that should be distinguished for the sake of transparency, although we recognise that making this distinction is not always clear-cut.15

The terminology in the field of evaluating data for risk assessment is not standardised, which can lead to confusion.

For example, ECHA guidance states that evaluating data quality under REACH involves assessing adequacy, reliability and relevance.2,22 However, using the term “data quality” while referring to the process of evaluating reliability as well as relevance can be confusing. Reliability is generally defined as the “inherent quality” of a study and therefore quality is sometimes used interchangeably with reliability.

4.2. Reliability evaluation method

The choice of method used for evaluating data reliability may significantly affect how and what type of data are considered adequate for the risk assessment.8,9 As seen in this investigation, the majority of the studies assigned to reliability category 1 were used as key studies compared to studies assigned to reliability category 2, which were mainly used as supporting evidence. Thus, the resulting reliability evaluation appears to matter for how data were used in the risk assessment, which makes it important to consider what criteria are used for evaluating reliability and assigning studies to the different reliability categories.

The recommendation to use the Klimisch method likely contributed to registrants assigning GLP and test guideline studies to a higher reliability category. Standardised test guidelines were developed to produce reliable and reproducible results, but merely stating that a study complies with such guidelines does not ensure that the study is reliable. The same applies to GLP, which is a system for documentation and following certain procedures. Such studies may still be flawed in how the study is designed, conducted or in how the results are interpreted.28–30 Standardised test guidelines also differ in how much they allow for flexibility in the study design.31–33 Thus, studies must be systematically evaluated based on their inherent scientific quality. This applies to GLP and/or guideline studies as well as non-GLP and non-standardised studies. Since neither the Klimisch method nor ECHA guidance provides clearly defined criteria for evaluating reliability, methodological as well as reporting flaws can easily be overlooked.8 Lack of criteria and guidance for evaluating studies also requires expert judgment to a higher degree, which can result in inconsistent evaluations.15

Studies assigned to reliability category 1 were furthermore almost exclusively based on study reports, i.e. industry reports, which is not surprising since industry financed studies must generally comply with GLP and standardised test guidelines to fulfill regulatory requirements.15,14 According to ECHA guidance, studies can be assigned to reliability category 1 if they conform to “generally accepted scientific standards” and are “described in sufficient detail”.2,21 However, only one study summary assigned to reliability category 1 was not conducted according to GLP and test guidelines and based on a publication. The majority of the study summaries referring to a publication were assigned to reliability category 2. Thus, reliability criteria based on GLP and test guideline compliance may result in GLP and test guideline studies being considered reliable by default while giving less weight to peer-reviewed
studies. This contradicts the requirement under REACH to include all available and relevant information in the risk assessment, Art. 12, REACH.

It should be acknowledged that study summaries based on publication could be academic research studies as well as published industry studies and publications could be assigned to reliability category 2 for other reasons. The category may accurately reflect restrictions in the study due to, for example, outdated test designs. Insufficient reporting of information required for evaluating the study may also be perceived to affect the quality of the study. The documentation requirements of GLP could contribute to GLP and test guideline studies to be considered reliable to a greater extent than published studies. Underreporting of peer-reviewed papers has been extensively discussed in the scientific community and has resulted in reporting guidelines for academic (eco)toxicological studies to improve their reproducibility and use in regulatory processes. Despite these efforts, improvement in the reporting of peer-reviewed studies has been proved to be slow. Further actions have been taken to raise academic researchers’ awareness of regulatory processes and their requirements on data as well as to encourage scientific journals to introduce reporting requirements in the peer-review process.

### 4.3. Registrants’ rationale for reliability

The rationale for reliability provided by the registrant should presumably relate to the reliability assessment and ideally provide an unambiguous reason for assigning the study to a certain reliability category. However, the reliability justifications were frequently observed to be vague, confusing and lack information necessary information for understanding the assessment. For example, the rationales typically contained statements, such as “well documented” and “scientifically acceptable”, that are vague and influenced by the evaluator’s expertise and experience. The reporting system contributes to rationales being broad and unspecific since the rationale for the reliability field consists of a pick-list with general statements as well as a free-text field. Consequently, any broad statement selected by the registrant from the pick-list needs to be further specified in the free-text field for clarity.

For some rationales, it was difficult to determine to what extent the information in the rationale was part of the reliability assessment of the study. This was particularly the case for rationales with a diverse content, as for studies assigned to reliability category 2, and where the information was seemingly not related to reliability, but rather to relevance, compliance with REACH requirements or other miscellaneous information. Only in some rationales were the reasons for the reliability categorisation explicitly stated.

Rationales were also found to lack important information required for understanding the registrant’s reasoning and to scrutinise the assessment. For example, restrictions in reliability were only clearly specified for one fourth and two thirds of the studies that were assigned to categories 2 and 3, respectively. Deficiencies or restrictions in reliability need to be explicitly stated since experts may judge how this influences reliability differently, which affects how the study is used in the risk assessment. Interestingly, restrictions in reliability were also mentioned for some studies assigned to reliability category 1 that are supposed to be reliable without restrictions. Although these restrictions were stated not to affect the quality of the results, these should also be specified to enable a third party to review the assessment.

Rationales for studies assigned to reliability category 4 were also lacking more detailed information. The assigned category was generally justified by not having access to the full study reports (“documentation not available”) or not providing sufficient experimental information on the study. However, what information is required for evaluating the reliability of the study needs to be further specified. Some information will inevitably be considered more critical than other for evaluating reliability.

### 4.4. Poor reporting vs. poor quality

In some rationales, we could also see that registrant considered insufficient documentation to influence the reliability of the study, thereby assigning the study to reliability category 3 “not reliable”. However, poor documentation or reporting is not equivalent to poor study design, but rather affects the possibility for the evaluator to judge the reliability of the study. There could be a possibility of retrieving more information necessary for evaluating its reliability by for example contacting the authors of the study. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to assign studies that are not sufficiently documented to reliability category 4 “not assignable”, unless the study would be considered unreliable for methodological reasons.

### 4.5. Limitations of the study

This analysis was based on 349 study summaries registered for the lead dossier and the endpoint repeated dose toxicity for a total of 60 substances. This only represents a small number of the ~21,000 substances registered under REACH (August 2018). To what extent the results for the selected dossiers and endpoint are relevant to other dossiers and endpoints is not known and needs to be confirmed. The ratio of study summaries based on publications or study reports could differ for another endpoint or another chemical. For example, more data were registered for the substance DEHP than for any of the other substances, which also had a high proportion of study summaries based on publication.

Another limitation of the study is that the analyses were based on each study summary. Several study summaries can refer to the same study, which could have resulted in information being counted and included more than once. The data source for study reports is not disseminated due to personal data protection and individual studies cannot therefore be identified.

Finally, analysing the information in the field rationale for reliability incl. deficiencies is a matter of interpretation, since it is a free text field and the explicitness of the information may vary. Any interpretation of the text, for example as a restriction...
or deficiency, is reported in the supporting information for transparency.

5. Conclusions

The lack of systematic and transparent procedures for evaluating and reporting data evaluations under REACH may result in registration data not being satisfactorily evaluated and limits the possibilities for third parties to understand and scrutinise the assessments. This is disconcerting considering that REACH registration data are used by regulatory authorities to identify hazardous chemicals and take appropriate risk management measures. Therefore, the ECHA is strongly recommended to revise their guidance and procedures for registrants to evaluate and report data evaluations under REACH to ensure that data are systematically evaluated and improve transparency.
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